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CONGRATULATIONS!
MCK KUTTY ENGINEERS PRIVATE
LIMITED is now an ISO 9001:2008
AND OHSAS 18001:2007 Company.
Superior organizations in India
have much appreciated our good
works & humble services. We are
indebted to them for reposing
their trust on us. We know, our
journey just started and we have
to go very far through continuous
improvements in “Quality &
Safety”. We have made our Q&S
Policy wherein we are committed
to (a) delivering a consistently high
quality of service to our customers
as per their expectations & (b)
striving for continual improvement

for meeting quality and safety
objectives & (c) Quality is the concern of every MCK employee.
Thus, we are sure we can bring
Excellence in every field, we operate in.
MCK Kutty Engineers Pvt Ltd., has
always been a value driven organization. We must be caring to
our employees (their safety and
security is our prime motto), we
should show respect, compassion
and humanity to our employees
and clients. We must continuously
strive to achieve the highest level
of standards in our day to day
activities and in the quality of ser-

vice we provide. We trust our employees, & they add value to whatever service they do, and show high
concern of Responsibility and Accountability to the services they do.
Our system has to be revised and the
scoring criteria must be based on
(1) Process and (2) Results. Scoring
guide lines are already made –
through Approach, deployment,
Learning and Integration (ADLI)
frame work which is made to capture
Results [refers to outputs] and outcomes in achieving the requirements. So Let us march together
towards Organizational Growth and
Individual Development.

Keep Your Aspiration high - We Must Create Zero Tolerance –
Aug 2015 Performance figure
shows, we are in the right path. This
spirit and enthusiasm, we must demonstrate through out the year. Looking to market scenario, we have no
other option but to bring down cost of
production to the lowest level (better
than any other competitor in India).
This is possible, we have the competency and the winning mindset and it
is a challenge for us. We will lead
and help the organisation to grow.
Further, our challenges are many.
We are committed to bring Zero
Tolerance. We are committed to
reduce the cost wherever possible and
add value to enhance productivity and
cost reduction. We the workforce
(coming from different parts of our
country) have a vital role to make
everything possible. If our clients
grows, then only we will grow. We
are connected in mind, body and soul
with this Plant and its Environment
from the inception. That connection
must be strong. Therefore this plant,
this environment and everything is
our Karma Bhoomi. We have to
make this Karma bhoomi enjoyable
with the highest safety working culture. We can enjoy each moments,
only when we ensure 100% Safety in
the Plant. To ensure that 100% safety

– we need System, Process and Attitude. MCK is an OHSAS 18001:2007
company and now we must demonstrate a good Safety “Attitude”.
Without attitude how can one expect
to enjoy the work life. A person
deprived of such kind of attitude may
create unsafe act and he may be danger for others too. Theory says 2 to
3% of people in every organisation,
making others life miserable. We
need to find out such people who
create unsafe conditions and do unsafe act(s). It is the responsibility of
each one of us. We have to correct
them, educate them, they possess a
mindset of “Chalega” attitude.
Friends the employees falling in the
mind set of “chalega” attitudes are
dangerous for the organisation and
because of them – incidents and
accidents may occur.
We should
find out such people and correct
them. People who does not have any
respect and value for themselves,
colleagues and family they cannot
take responsibility and accountability
to create Safe Work Place in this
organisation, so they must be traced
out and exposed. We need to correct
them.
We, human beings cannot give life to
anyone, we cannot purchase or pro-

cure any human parts from the market.
And these are God’s Gift. Therefore
these Gifts are very precious for everyone. If anyone acts contrary to the
Safety system and process, they are
the sinners against God and Men.
Nobody can forgive them.
When
each one of us take commitments and
take the effort for creating a Safe and
Motivated Work place – this means we
are creating a purpose in organisation
– work as a missionary of God. Yes that
is the culture we are looking into on
safety.
Many of us– our daily duty starts with
Morning Prayer, similar way we must
take Safety Pledge as our morning
prayer and start our activities, with that
divine grace and blessing we can create
Safe Working Place. We are regularly
doing this. While taking the pledge we
trust that our Supreme Lord is here with
us. We have to demonstrate those
behaviours and attitudes, which contribute and raise the level up to befit the
work need, people need and system and
process need. Our aim is to create Safe
& Motivated Work Culture where all
employees are enjoying their life and do
job with fun. Then a question comes,
do we possess such kind of aspiration in our mind? Do we really
want to create such a work place?
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Ms. Asmita Naik and Mr.
Aniket Bhagat hosting

Independent day program.

“The purpose of
putting a shop or
enterprise is to
create and keep
customers” - and
then keep your
Aspirations
High”

This article is made to ignite the spark of Aspiration among Employees of MCK Kutty Engineers Pvt Ltd.so
that they can create, contribute more for creating Safe and Motivated Work Culture. Read on…
Once upon a time a person belonging
to a middle-class family started a business of selling rice in Goa and succeeded very well. Seeing his success,
another man from the same village
slipped into the same business of selling rice. This man used to daily open
the shop and sit there till the evening,
waiting for the customer and would
come back after 7.00 pm. This almost
continued for 2/3 months, he had not
sold even a single kg of rice. Still he
religiously continued the act, but in
vain. When asked by his parents and
relatives about the business, he would
tell that he knows how to sell the rice
and that he did not like anyone to
doubt or question his skills and knowledge? ,(A typical Indian culture – to
react anything without understanding)
He often responded that “See there is
no demands, people are not coming to
shop, what should I do? Even my closest friends / families are going (in front
of my shop) to other old shop. Nobody is interested in my progress. I
think they are jealous of my business,
they don‟t like my prosperity. (This is
the way much common man thinks”).
This person was not aware about the
changed scenario and was unaware
about the purpose of putting a
shop or enterprise. This man was
never concerned about the society
and community, even he did not know
how to be involved with Community/
Society, where he resides. Let‟s come
to the point. What is the purpose of
a shop or enterprise The purpose of
a shop or enterprise is to create
and keep customers or bring
unity. Similarly, when you think for
yourselves only and interlink your
capability with your work - in the
above terms; then event if you believe
that you are having 100% knowledge
and skill to do a certain job,then mind
it that it will not bring growth in your
career and it will not help the organization to grow. Why? Yes, there is a
reason… Read on … Yes, in the same
village a third shop started the business of selling rice. Now, there were
three rice shops in parallel. One was
old – being old, they had created a
brand and leader. Everyone knows,

everyone feel free to associate. The
Second – shop keeper was good, having
100% skill and 100% knowledge in business, even 100% materials were in stock
for sale, but no customer. Now, in between them a third shop popped-up.
What do you think? is this shop going
to do any miracles? Yes, he did! - Here
is the key, this is the key that controls your future, your greatness in
life. This is the key which enable you to
reach your destination. This is the key
you want to use everywhere for creativity and innovation. This key is 100%
useful for an organization like OURSELVES TOO. If you don’t change
yourself, you will be obsolete. This
is the warning for everyone of us
wherever we are situated or in work or
associate with any brand company, so
our first priority is to enhance our
level of responsibility, care for people, community, accept them as our
customer. Looking to the arrival of the
third shop keeper in the business,[in the
same area where one of us would be in
his situation, we might feel jealous, even
threatened.] But the question is what
would you do and what would you
need to be a player in this scenario?
Yes, you would need a completely
new skill set and tool set. More
importantly you would need a new
mind set – a new way of thinking
to “KEEP YOUR ASPIRATIONS
HIGH”. NOW the third shop keeper
wants to make something different in
his market performance. He created a
“passion within himself (passion means
- those things that naturally energize,
exercise, motivate & inspire you) that
always drove him as a guiding principle. He
imagined and believed that, „‟a rising tide
lifts all boats.. or.. in a tornado, even a
turkey can fly..‟‟ he deeply thought about
the changing scenario and imagined market
performance. He knew imagination is
much more important than knowledge.
He silently worked out a plan to achieve his
objective. Initially, he started off with capturing data from each house of the entire
area which was; a) How many members
were there in each household? b) The quantity of rice, they cooked in any given day c)
The size of the rice jar in each house to hold
the stock. Then he offered (1)Free home
delivery. (2) A service to replenish the house
hold‟s rice jar automatically at regular inter-

vals. Here, he met every customer,
generated knowledge about their
need and their requirement and made
a retain strategy. He used - Three
tactical elements of Value Generating Relationship strategy which are;
a) To seek direct contacts with
each member
b) To build a data
base
c) To develop people/
member oriented service. Now, he
captured complete business of the entire
area. The new level of his marketing
performance completely threatened to
other two shops. The old shop who
believed that they are the market leaders became the member of the market
overnight. This new changes in the market forced them to believe that „ Customer was Supreme’’ – they need to
be enlightened on the need to be
served. This is required in each and
every organization.
The Principle is:
Whoever gives value to the price
can stay in the market. Today, wherever you are associated with – you need
to understand: What does an employee
want? An Employee want (a) Safe
Work Place & Safe job (b) Secured
Job which meet his daily need (c)
Good Relationship (b) Accessibility, (c) Promptness, (d) Follow-up,
(e)Responsiveness, (f) Promises
kept, (g) No Surprises, (h) Knowledgeable people, (j) Kept informed,
(k) Do it right. Similarly by enhancing
your awareness about the people who
are working under you or working with
you and by learning their living standards, their back ground, you can enhance your value creation to fulfill their
requirement. Our life is inter dependent, so we need to take care of each one
working with us, including our family
members, – consider them as your first
customer and you have to make them
capable people, who are highly talented
in Safety Practices and following safety
norms. Capable people can make
things happen in an organization.
Capable people can create new
ways and means to ensure safe
work place, retain those employees
and attract people. Our approach in
attitude, behaviors must be trustworthy
and value based as far as Safety is concerned. . Wherever you are, whichever
position you are, you need to enhance
your level of response, you need to have
direct contact with each one who works
with you or under you, You must make
a data of each one and develop people
by Safety Oriented programs.
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MCK Inspire Workforce during Monthly Communication
Mr. P V Kalluraya presented Plant ity, Breakdown and status of other improvePerformance Reports on Safety
ment initiatives.
Performance, Production, Availabil- Mr. P V Jayaprakash : GM

Maintenance
Communicated
about Zero Tolerance
and what does it means? Vedanta is committed to bring Safe Work Place and Safe
Work System and therefore, never tolerate
any type of Unsafe Act/ Attitude from the
People.
In his 30 minutes speech, he
brought many incidents, accidents and near
misses that had happened many other similar industries in India and educated employees in Hindi . People learned a lot from this
S a f e t y
t a l k .

Mr.

Vijay Khanzode, GM & Plant

Head.

He appreciated MCK workmen’s on their
Safety focus. Emphasized, Engineers need to focus on
Safety. He conveyed a strong message that company
will not spare anyone who demonstrates casual approach in job. Workmen should refuse to work – if the
work involves any kind of safety violation. Supervisors must know the name and all other details of each
subordinate and take care of them.
Supervisors
should not leave the workplace by just ordering them
to work. Or not to leave the work place without completing the job.
Mr.P.A. Nasar : Communicated that Safety
process in all respects must be fulfilled. He assured
that MCK Will follow Zero Tolerance Policy.

Mr. Nasar said MCK committed
to demonstrate it in full spirits at
ground level.
He advised
employees to focus on all
process, systems of Safety and do
the work. Failure in safety will
not be tolerated at all.

Tabrej Receiving best employee
reward from Mr. Liladhar Saraf

Ignite Aspiration for Safe Work Place and highest productivity …….Mr. P V Jayaprakash

. Mr.PV Jayaprakash : During
Independence Day program, Mr
P V Jayaprakash said Every year
MCK organizes a very Good program to recognize their Best
peoples and reward them for
their best performance. He captured employees attention to
the country and said Our Military force is safe guarding our
country and diligently engaged
in their job and even they don’t
have good equipments. Today
our country needs economical
freedom, a company like ours
need to contribute for which we
all should work hard and gener-

ate revenue, by keeping national
interest in mind. He has also
communicated about the market trend and economical situation of the country and pig iron
business in particular. While
discussing he conveyed about
the steel requirement of the
world vis a vis the figures of production done by each country.
In India, we have the resources,
competency, but we are not
coming forward in steel production while comparing with
China. We Indians can bring
economical freedom by developing our attitude & mindset.
We need an aspiration to grow
within the Company wherever
we work.
We must put our
commitment and ownership in
the job so that we can serve the
country and put our full efforts
for safety and making highest
productivity, It is only possible

when each one of us focuses
on Safety First and produce
more and more products. When
we commit ourselves for the
development of nation do lot of
production, it would help the
country to generate more funds.
Our forefathers worked hard for
freedom and now we need to
work harder for Economical
Freedom and our aim should be
“Safe & Motivated Work”. Our
Objective is to create Safe Work
Place for everyone. We need
freedom from Unsafe Attitude so we
need to focus more
on safety . A safe
work place bring
more freedom ,
choices and joy. As
a citizen of this
country we need to Caption describing picture or
work towards Safety graphic.
&
Environment.
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EMPOWER DOWN (down line people) , GET CROWN .. By Mr. Aniruddha

Aniruddha S.Sinter Plant Operation. MBBS
(Mentor of Behaviour Based Safety)Monthly

Company performance
is totally depending upon the performance of
down line people. If the down line people work
hard and safe then company production will be
higher, confidence in people will be improved,
they will empowered to achieve more and
more production and hence company performance will be achieved. But unfortunately, if any
fatality, accident, LTI, MTI happens in company
then confidence and performance of other
people goes down and it directly reflects to the
performance of the company. As per survey,
every year 23 Lakh people die only in industrial
accident around the World. In those 23 Lakh ,
80% means around 18.5 Lakh people are from

down line category and 20 % means around
4.5 Lakh people are from supervisory category.
Root cause of any Incident, LTI,
MTI, and Fatality is someone’s Unsafe Behaviour.BBS (Behavior Based Safety) is very
effective approach to convert those unsafe
behaviors into safe behaviors and leading
towards ZERO HARM. Our attitude drives
our behavior, if our attitude is positive then
we will do safe behaviors and vice
versa .Motivation changes our attitude which
is possible only through BBS concepts because BBS deals with self initiating, caring,
listening and praising.BBS is by the people, of
the people and for the people.
Today’s
generation is eco friendly, If you give best
service, best treatment to the people then
they will be attracted towards you. Down
line people are our mirror and our performance is being reflected through them by their
safe, unsafe work at site. More the motivation, more the safety awareness among the
down line people then definitely there will
be more shine, glaze on mirror.
So motivate, empower, give freedom to down line
people in such a way that they can find
mistakes in you and others and must tell and

correct you and others on the spot without
hesitation. This only possible through cordial
relation between you and down line people.
Try to become friend not a BOSS and see the
difference. As per my personal experience BBS
completely changed my way of thinking, way
of talking and way of dealing with down line
people. Just imagine if you are wandering at
site without wearing chin strip, without goggle,
without helmet, someone from down line
people who is really motivated and empowered, stops you politely and reminds about
your unsafe behavior. In other case if this type
of your unsafe behavior caught by your superior or safety people, then be ready to accept
the yellow card or warning letter. Now choice
is yours, which type of treatment you want and
from whom?
Motivation, safety awareness of down line
people is must to achieve ZERO HARM because
ultimately you are building up your confidence,
improving your performance depending upon
their performance and finally you are securing
your job. Follow the BBS concepts honestly
and achieve ZERO HARM and I am very much
sure that together we can achieve ZERO
HARM. Give freedom to down line people,

“Best
Employee—he is
Role Model for
Safety, Plant
Performance,
Continual

Best Employee of the Month

Improvement
and Creating

Best employee is one who is role model for Safety and involve in Safety Initiatives. Keep high aspiration to do all his job safely and
inspired Work
always engaged in his job and safety initiatives as a missionary work. He diligently engaged in his improvement activities and bring
effectiveness and efficiency at work place. He involves in many project and bring desired results as per the plan. He never compro- Place”
mises with average performance. He focus on Quality and Good services. HOD’s and SS of Vedanta select such people from the mass
and given them appreciation certificates and Gifts. Every month MCK Kutty Engineers Pvt Ltd distribute minimum 15 gifts and Certificates to their employees. We are highlighting few such people;; [ we will continue to high light others in the next issue.]

Pappu
C—High
caliber—
( from Big Organisation
abroad, & India—working

Gopal Shetgaonkar, ( ex
TATA) working in Main-

Kishore Salgaonkar
(ex- TATA) working in
Maintenance

Naresh Shirodkar (exTATA) working in
Maintenance

Satish Kumar (Ex-Reliance)
working in Maintenance.

MCK Kutty Ngarnar Unit— Appreciated by TATA for Best Safety, Welfare and Statutory
Nagar Unit is very concerned about
Safety, Welfare and Statutory. As per
ISO audit, there is No NC so far and
they have initiated many safety practices which has been highly appreciated
by all the corner. Further , they made a
strategy to keep employee engaged and
motivated. They are now role model
for maintaining high level of hygiene in
their labor colony . They also organ-

ized various program .

During Independence Day
Celebration. 26 Employees
Rewarded on
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Mr.N L Vhate hoisted
Independence Day
Flag and said.

Change yourselves put your Heart,Mind and Spirits on your jobs
Mr. N L Vhate Sir : Mr. Navnath
L Vhate – greeted all employees
on independence day and he
recalled the moments of freedom struggle, vision of our forefathers
for a healthy and
wealthy India.
He conveyed
inspiring message in Hindi about
Azad India, British Raj. Also,
conveyed real meaning of Freedom. But he pained to point out
that this freedom has been
wrongly misused by some people. Free se Bolna aur kuch bhi
bolna. Vision and Values created
by our forefathers are misused
by the generation. Azad – free se
bolna never think how it would
affect others. We should not do
any such things (in the name of

freedom) to disturb others.
Whatever we do and say for our
own happiness it must be useful for others and it must bring
happiness in others (community
and society). In that focus, are
we still Azaad? Today we got
political freedom, but still we
are struggling for economical
freedom.
Corruption spread
everywhere.
People do not
want to work with their full
potential, or do the work with
their full heart , mind and spirits. We have the potential to
work and capability to achieve
the objective, but we don’t
want to? Why? To get out of
this situation, we need to
change ourselves. Look BF-3,

in India, you are working with
800 people (including all). In
foreign country maximum 300
people is required to this work.
They are also human like us. But,
they think differently.
They
know excess employee brings
inefficiency. In India, we are not
doing safe work. We do unsafe
Act and create unsafe condition.
India has all the potential; they
reached to Mars (Mangal
Gruha) , no other country till
attained it. Similarly, Indians are
leaders in IT sector and many
other fields. What we need is an
aspiration to grow and full freedom. We can cultivate such
attitude through commitment
and ownership in our day to day

Wake up and Grow with the Company ...Mr. Vijay Khanzode

Mr.Vijay Khanzode

Mr. Vijay Khanzode: We are
celebrating 69 independence day
with various programs. We need
economical freedom. We are
motivated by our PM Modi ,
once he said from the Lalkilla
(redfort) that every Indian, if
they do come one step forward ,
means India will move forward
150,00,00,000 steps. However,
it depends on how every one of
us perceives it. Everyone has the
freedom and choices to perceive
in their own way. By keeping

away the differences, we have to
think on this concept. We are
responsible people, we are
regularly doing observations on
safety, nearmiss, take 5, and
improvement initiatives like AO
score card, and Contractor score
card etc. These drives are just
like a mirror, where you are now.
This has been communicating
you by MCK every month in their
monthly communication system.
Looking to the Safety, 5 S etc,
condition is not that much pa-

thetic, what we need is more
involvement and commitment
from each one of you.
Swatch
Plant Abhiyan we are doing, but
“Dil sey” do we practice it?. Time
has not gone. Wake Up. Discuss
with people and come forward
one step, we can do and bring lot
of progress in this Company.
Here we have lot of scope for
improvement. What we need is

an Aspiration to grow. Wake
up and Grow with the Company.

PLEADGE we can—WE WILL BRING IMPROVEMENTS .Mr. P.A Nasar

Mr.P A Nasar on Independence Day .

KIRAN

In his independence day
speech, Mr. P A Nasar said, We
got freedom due to sacrifice of
many people. We are saluting
those people who had helped us
to get freedom. On this occasion, we request all employees
to focus more on safety and do
whatever safety initiatives come
from Vedanta. We each one
must make a commitment that
there will not be any kind of
unsafe act from your side. Take
a pledge today that we do not

act any kind of unsafe act. Similarly we all must practice and
demonstrate high level of quality and services and never miss a
chance to upgrade ourselves in
Safety and other initiatives –
this would help us in a long way
our own benefits. When you
come from the home, you do
pooja. Safety is just like a pooja.
We need to bring within ourselves an aspiration to grow for
which we request all need to
come forward “one step” as

suggested by Shri Vijay Khanzode.
If one employee come forward
with one steps, means we can
reach a higher level, where everybody cherish and aspire to reach.
We strongly advise all employees
whole heartedly participate in 5
S, AO score, Creativity, Innovations, Safety, thus in every field
we can grow fast. We all should
take a pledge today that We can
and We will bring all round improvements in this plant.
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MCK Employees actively
participating
and involved
in many improvement
projects, CFT’s,
Suggestion,
AO Score
Card, Cost Reduction,Training & Development,
Knowledge
Sharin, Creativity, 5 S activities and
many more.

Everyone involved in 5 S activities.
Every Saturday immediately
after Safety Pledge, all employees including workmen
come together and create a
highly motivated and clean
work place.
We salute all
leaders and participants for
their active participation.
Vedanta Staff - including their
Senior Management Team
Shri Vijay Khanzode whole
heartedly participate.
This
influenced active participation

MCK active in Behaviour Based Safety
6 Purnendu
Kumar
they
are;

MCK have 5 MBBS

7 Gaurav Tiwary
8 Ramesh Kumar
9 Bal Subramani
10 Rajesh Mahajan
11 Chandan Kumar
12 Soumashri Jena
13 Hari Babu
14 Anup Parab
15 Aniket Bhagat
16 Shiva Prakasan
17 T.V Subaiyaa
18 Kamya Ranjan
19 Anup Naik
20 Mehboob Saheb

1. Vijay Gawade (MCK-Prod)
2. Sreelal Nair (MCK Safety)
3. Vipul Singh (MCK Elect)
4. Shreenu Tati (MCK-HR)
5. M D Narvekar (MCK-OP)

MCK have 20 BBS Ob1 Mr. Sanjay Kalyankar
2 Mr. Subash Rawool
Mr. Omprakash Sa3 tardekar
4 Mr. Ranganekar
5 Mr. Vinayak Sahoo

BF3
BF3
BF3
BF3
BF3

SP Mech.
SP Mech.
O2N2
O2N2
BF3 Mech
BF3 Mech
BF3 Mech
BF3 Mech
SP-Instru
BF3 Instru
BF3 Instru
BF3 Instru
BF3 Ele
SP Ele
SP Ele

Best Kaizen/ Suggestion Rewarded

Employees Participating in
Suggestion &
Kaizen are
highly valued
by MCK Kutty
Engineers

Monthly Reward distributed
for Best Kaizen and Best Suggestion implemented in MCK
Kutty Engineers Pvt Ltd. This
has helped to capture suggestions and Kaizens every month
from Employees.. The Prizes
and Certificates for best suggestion and kaizens are distributed through Sr Management
Team of Vedanta during the
monthly communication meet-

ing—where more than 100
employees were participated
regularly.

are valued highly by MCK
Kutty Engineers Pvt Ltd.

Following employees regularly
participating in Kaizen and
Suggestions; They are Mr.
Sanjay Kalyankar (Opn) and Mr
Kamya Ranjan Samal, Satyajit
Mohanty and Mr. Sagar Parab..
Employees participating in
Suggestion, Kaizen, 5 S and
other improvement initiatives

Mr. Sanjay Kalyankar &
Mr. Sagar Parab
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